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BERNARD N.  F IELDS

March 24, 1938–January 31, 1995

B Y  S O N D R A  S C H L E S I N G E R

BERNARD N. FIELDS was a recognized leader in the field of
viral pathogenesis—an area of medicine that dates from

the time of Jenner and his development of a vaccine against
smallpox to the present day and the pandemic of HIV—
and, as I’ll mention, Bernie had something important to
say about both of these viruses. Bernie was diagnosed with
pancreatic cancer in the summer of 1992 and died of the
disease on January 31, 1995, at the age of fifty-six. His ill-
ness and death were deeply felt not only by his family and
friends but also by the many scientists who had been influ-
enced by his contributions to the field of virology.

In particular, Bernie will be remembered for emphasiz-
ing the importance of basic research in the area of clinical
medicine and in helping to define molecular parameters
that affect disease. Bernie was known to have an optimistic
view of life, and I don’t want to dwell on the tragedy of his
death but on the contributions he made during his life.
Before I start with a brief history of Bernie’s life and career
I should tell my readers one of the reasons I am the writer
of this memoir. In 1992, just a few months after Bernie had
been diagnosed with pancreatic cancer, he agreed to my
conducting an oral history with him. Much of what I have
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written here comes from that source and permits me to
quote him directly.

COLLEGE AND MEDICAL SCHOOL

It is interesting to reflect on the influences in one’s life
that directly or indirectly lead one to career choices and,
for scientists, research directions. Some of these influences
were very clear for Bernie, and some were more subtle. He
recalled that he had always been interested in the nervous
system and how things injure it and realized that this inter-
est almost certainly derived from the knowledge that his
younger brother developed epilepsy when he was very young.
His brother is now fine and has been for many years, but
those episodes of seizures left an indelible impression. Bernie
felt that the connection between his research and his own
history had a strong and important effect on him.

These interests in research and the nervous system were
not apparent when Bernie was growing up in Brooklyn in
the late 1940s and early 1950s. He was not a particularly
good student, and, although his math scores on the stan-
dardized tests were high, his high school grades were not.
He thought he was lucky to have been accepted at Brandeis
University. The person who interviewed him said that, even
though he didn’t have the record to be accepted at Brandeis,
something “felt right” and they would take a chance.

Bernie entered Brandeis University in 1954 at the age of
sixteen. This was the time when Herbert Marcuse taught
international Communism and the history of the Chinese
Revolution, Irving Howe taught English, and Max Lerner
taught American Civilization. Bernie described Brandeis as
an extraordinarily interesting small school that was totally
alive and spirited: “I had suddenly learned how to learn,
and I began to trust myself and enjoy college.” Although he
loved biology and became a biology major and premedicine
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concentrator, his reasons for choosing medicine as a career
were rather vague. A major influence was the (Jewish) cul-
ture in which he grew up. His parents had lived through
the insecurities of the Depression; their families were still
in Europe during World War II and were killed in the Holo-
caust. A medical career track seemed to be a very secure
future to choose.

Bernie attended NYU Medical School. He claimed that
during the time he was in medical school he always planned
to be a clinician and that he often felt cheated during the
coursework because, as an example, instead of learning about
infectious diseases in microbiology, he learned about bacte-
riophage. He did show some interest in research, however,
as he spent the summers while in medical school doing
research first at NYU and then at the Brookhaven National
Laboratory.

After two years of intern and resident training at Beth
Israel Hospital in Boston, Bernie took a fellowship in infec-
tious diseases at Massachusetts General Hospital under the
guidance of Mort Schwartz. That experience led him to
seek further training in what he said was “the new disci-
pline of molecular biology.” He arranged to become a
postdoctoral fellow with Bill Joklik at Albert Einstein Col-
lege of Medicine in New York; but this was the 1960s, and
before starting his training in molecular biology, Bernie
had to do his military service, which he was able to do at
the Communicable Disease Center (now the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention) in Atlanta.

It was during his stay in Atlanta that Bernie met his wife
Ruth. Marriage to Ruth brought instant family: the three
sons from Ruth’s first marriage—John, Edward, and
Michael—were adopted by Bernie. The family increased when
Ruth and Bernie had two sons of their own—Daniel and
Joshua.
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RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS

Bernie’s first publication came from his work at the CDC,
but I suspect that if he were asked what his first scientific
contributions were he would cite his work on reovirus and
not those endeavors that included papers titled “The Isola-
tion of Vesicular Stomatitis Virus from Mosquitoes in New
Mexico” and “Pahayokee and Shark River, Two New Arbovi-
ruses Related to Patois and Zegla from the Florida Ever-
glades.”1 His two years of training at the CDC were impor-
tant. That experience provided Bernie with a broad view of
the biology of viruses, and this served him in good stead as
his research began to explore pathogenesis at a molecular
level.

In 1976 Bernie moved to the Albert Einstein College of
Medicine, where he began postdoctoral training with Bill
Joklik. Joklik was well known for his work on vaccinia virus
(perhaps this is one reason for Bernie’s later interest in the
smallpox virus), but when Bernie came to the lab he chose
to work on reovirus. Although reoviruses are found in hu-
mans, they are not associated with any human diseases, as
one can understand from the name: reo = respiratory en-
teric orphan. This virus was considered an orphan because,
although humans were often found to be infected with it, it
did not cause disease. In spite of—or perhaps because of—
this, reovirus was an attractive entity to study in the labora-
tory.

Reoviruses are relatively easy to grow in the laboratory,
and it is important to remember that at this time working
with cultured cells was just changing from something of an
art form to a controlled and reproducible science. The tools
of molecular biology were well enough advanced so that it
was possible to study the structure and replication of vi-
ruses such as reovirus,and already there was important in-
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formation available about this virus. The genome of reovi-
ruses was known to be composed of RNA, but it was differ-
ent from other RNA-containing viruses: it was double-stranded
RNA. Furthermore, it appeared that the genome was not a
single molecule of RNA, as, for example, is the genome of
poliovirus. Instead, it was segmented—a characteristic that
had previously been described only for the genome of in-
fluenza virus.

It is the segmented nature of the genome of reovirus that
permitted Bernie to exploit reoviruses in his genetic stud-
ies and later in his work on pathogenesis. Originally he was
interested in obtaining mutants of reovirus and attempting
to correlate genetic mutations with specific phenotypes. In
the present day of recombinant DNA technology, the ability
to generate mutations and identify the specific changes in
both the gene and protein of a particular virus doesn’t
represent quite the challenge it did in the late 1960s and
early 1970s. Bernie first isolated and characterized mutants
that were temperature sensitive (they could grow at a tem-
perature of 31°C but not at 39°C). Cells infected with two
different temperature-sensitive mutants of reovirus could
recombine to produce viruses that were no longer tempera-
ture sensitive if the mutations were in different genes. This
type of recombination represented a physical reassortment
of the double-strand RNA segments. Reovirus particles con-
tain ten different segments of RNA. Each segment codes
for a particular reovirus protein. In the assembly of new
virus, segments from two different reoviruses can reassort,
so that in cells infected with two different reoviruses the
newly synthesized particles will be genetic hybrids contain-
ing some combination of segments from each parent.

Bernie was aware that different strains of reovirus could
be distinguished by differences in their ability to cause dis-
ease in mice. Reovirus type 3 will cause acute encephalitis
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when injected directly into the brain of a newborn and is
considerably more neurovirulent that reovirus types 1 and
2, which produce a clinically silent infection of ependyma
in newborn mice.

Now directing his own lab, Bernie set out to determine
whether these different phenotypes could be associated with
a single gene and thus a single protein of reovirus. The
tool that made this possible was gel electrophoresis: an RNA
segment derived from one strain could be distinguished
from its homologue in a different strain by differences in
their mobilities. These first studies showed that when the
gene coding for the virus protein sigma 1 came from the
type 3 virus, the virus was neurovirulent. The sigma 1 pro-
tein is now known to be the protein responsible for attach-
ment of the virus to the cell. Some of Bernie’s more recent
work focused on the structure of this protein.

Bernie and his colleagues, first at Albert Einstein and
then at Harvard, continued to analyze the genetics of patho-
genesis. Their work included identifying the gene respon-
sible for the ability of the virus to grow well in the intestine
and the gene most associated with the spread of the virus
in the bloodstream. In addition to what were becoming
almost classical pathogenic studies, Bernie’s lab was explor-
ing other directions. The role of the immune response is
clearly a crucial factor in infection, and in the past few
years work in the lab has included studies on the neutral-
ization of reovirus by antibodies and T cell responses to the
virus. At the same time, other members of the lab were
beginning to look more closely at the structure of the virus
and the viral proteins. These directions of research are con-
tinuing, and Bernie’s contributions to the important initial
work have provided a valuable framework for the future.
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TEACHING AND OTHER SCIENTIFIC CONTRIBUTIONS

Bernie moved from the Albert Einstein College of Medi-
cine to Harvard Medical School in 1975 and served as chair-
man of its Department of Microbiology and Molecular Ge-
netics from 1982 until his death. His influence on the
outstanding scientific reputation of that department is evi-
dent. An even more important contribution, however, was
his concern for and training of young scientists. He summed
his philosophy this way:

One of the first things that needs to be really emphasized is that students
and postdocs have been absolutely central in the most exciting discoveries
that I feel we’ve made. They are the people who have done the experi-
ments. I have been extremely fortunate in having a large number of out-
standing students and postdocs. What do I do with a student when they
come to my lab? Here is where intuition is not just scientific; it’s got to be
personal because people don’t realize that running a laboratory is a very
interpersonal process. One of the things I try to learn from the student is
what are they like. How can you encourage them to find their own internal
scientific voice? Because it seems to me that the students, who at any level
often make the most profound discoveries, are talking from a very unique
perspective, which is often their own metaphors, their own insights. The
first thing that I like to find out is who the student is, where are they
coming from, what they are excited about. And if you get the student to
really dig in, choose a project, understand it, and come to grips with it,
then I think you have done the most important initial steps. Later, you
want to help them over the times that experiments don’t work and you
want to make sure they understand that if an experiment doesn’t work, it’s
an experiment, it’s not them. Separating and personalizing a failure at the
bench from personal failure is a critical later point. No experiment works
all the time and students don’t know that; they haven’t had enough suc-
cesses. This problem of personalizing is often true for postdocs, and it’s
even true for faculty. The role of teacher and mentor has probably been
one of the most satisfying aspects of my scientific career.2

I mentioned earlier that Bernie had an interest in both
the smallpox virus and HIV. One of the triumphs of mod-
ern medicine has been the elimination of smallpox as a
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disease. For the past few years there has been a debate
about whether the virus causing smallpox should be eradi-
cated as well. The arguments over this issue have been more
intense than most virologists might have expected. It is in-
teresting to note that Bernie was against its loss to the world.
He was very much influenced by the studies demonstrating
how complex viruses are and how many of them have evolved
mechanisms by which they can evade the immune system.
One of the areas of pathogenesis that is just beginning to
be explored is the realization that mutations in some genes
of a virus may not have a phenotype in cultured cells, but
that doesn’t mean that the genes are nonessential in an
organism. There are genes that produce a protein that can
interact with a major histocompatibility protein and thereby
affect the immune response. The complexity of the small-
pox genome almost certainly means that there will be genes
in this virus that have important—perhaps unique—func-
tions in causing disease. This was Bernie’s argument, which
has many supporters, but there are also many scientists who
strongly believe that it is better to rid the world of this
hazard than to risk the possibility that it could somehow
escape into the environment. Before leaving the subject of
smallpox, it is worth mentioning that in 1721 smallpox wiped
out half the population of Boston; this virus was truly dev-
astating.

HIV illustrates how complicated viruses can be. It has
humbled virologists who thought that they knew enough
about viruses to keep them under control. In May 1994,
just a few months before his disease again became appar-
ent, Bernie wrote an editorial in Nature titled “AIDS: Time
to Turn to Basic Science.”3 He argued that it was essential
that we reevaluate the approaches initially taken in the early
years of AIDS research. He felt that there were still so many
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gaps in our fundamental knowledge that it was critical to
broaden the definition of AIDS-related research.

F A M I L Y

Family was very important to Bernie, and he was very
proud of his family’s accomplishments. When the family
moved to Boston, Ruth began to pursue an interest in art,
particularly painting. She is now a well-established artist
and has had numerous exhibits. Her work can be seen in
galleries in the Boston area as well as in the homes of some
of their friends. Bernie and Ruth’s interests and careers
were complementary. Ruth sometimes accompanied Bernie
to conferences, especially those held in interesting loca-
tions, and enjoyed the interactions with Bernie’s colleagues
and his former students and postdocs. Traveling also gave
them time to look at art and for Bernie to learn more
about Ruth’s perspectives.

CODA

In ending this memoir I want to quote from Bernie’s
response when I asked him about his illness.

Sure, I’m happy to say a little about my illness. I developed some symptoms
about nine months ago of malabsorption that eventually led to a diagnosis
of cancer of the pancreas. That diagnosis was made in July of 1992 and was
obviously upsetting. The word upsetting does not describe my feelings,
which were very powerful. My diagnosis was made at the time that I was
planning to go to ASV [American Society for Virology] to host two dinners,
to give a talk, and be with friends. Thus, my scientific community knew
about my illness rather earlier than they might have. It was a very difficult
experience because suddenly whatever future we all think we have was
removed from me since cancer of the pancreas has a rather grim progno-
sis. In my own personal case, I was fortunate to go to a physician at the
Dana Farber—Bob Mayer—who immediately changed my perspective and
pointed out that I was a statistic of one, and even though I know the
statistics of cancer of the pancreas, he said let’s see what happens with you.
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I started chemotherapy in the summer of 1992 and started trying to
deal with my feelings about the disease. It was a process that I had to go
through that involved intense pain, anxiety, and the need to find comfort.
My wife and the rest of my family were very important and critical in the
process. I started to meditate, which was extremely helpful to me in finding
comfort. The amazing thing is that I am still alive, and we are now talking
eight, nine months after the onset of my illness. I can honestly say on
December 8, 1992, that after a horrendous beginning of the summer, I’ve
had a nice fall. For whatever multiplicity of reasons, the tumor has not
progressed the way pancreatic cancer usually does. I’ve had chemotherapy.
I may have been fortunate in having a brisk immune response at the outset
of the disease—the pancreatitis it started with. And for those or whatever
other reasons that I can’t fully account for, the disease regressed. Even
though surgery seemed not to be feasible in July, I will be undergoing
surgery next week. I can only say that the mind is a rather extraordinary
organ. I would never have thought five, six months ago that I would have
had a productive and fun fall. I also wouldn’t have thought that I would
have been here and would have had a future. Now I am gently taking steps
that involve projecting a little longer into the future since it seems that my
tumor has been indolent enough to even regress. . . . We’ll see what the
next step is.

But regardless, there is an interesting literature about cancer that
exists and is quite helpful. I think the most important thing is to say I have
had a quite remarkably wonderful fall, in spite of knowing that I have this
tumor. I guess I should thank the tumor and accept the fact that it’s very
important never to really give up hope when you have a disease like cancer
because you don’t really know the future. It’s very easy to talk yourself into
giving up. Also, be lucky in your doctor, be lucky in your friends and
spouse, and hang in there because there are no absolute numbers that
relate to you as an individual. These thoughts have been very helpful to
me, and we’ll see what happens. I think that’s probably about all I can say,
other than I wish myself luck next week as I have some pretty big surgery. I
hope that I continue to be luckier than I thought I would be.

In many respects Bernie was lucky. He underwent sur-
gery and chemotherapy in the winter of 1993 and after
recovering was in relatively good health for more than a
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year. Most importantly, there was enough time for his fam-
ily, friends, and colleagues to show him how much they
cared.

NOTES
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